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My artistic practice might best be understood through the long lens of poetic 
research-creation. As an artistic category, research-creation is fairly recent. Described by 
Owen Chapman and Kim Sawchuk, Erin Manning, and Natalie Loveless, research-creation 
operates at the frictional meeting place between artistic practice and academic research, 
complicating and traversing disciplinary boundaries while also offering room and funding for 
artists to work within institutions. In her book The Minor Gesture, Erin Manning notes that 
research-creation 

touches not only on the question of how art itself activates and constitutes new 
forms of knowledge in its own right but, perhaps most importantly, incites us to 
inquire into the very question of how practices produce knowledge, and whether 
those forms of knowledge can engagingly be captured within the strictures of 
methodological ordering. (26) 

My understanding of research-creation is grounded in both the use of poetic experiment to 
grapple with lived contradiction and the use of a social poetics of investigation and 
documentary to help map our shared conditions.  

My creative work involves an intertwined critical and creative practice that is driven 
by an investment in research and research-creation. My hybrid approach puts me in the long 
tradition of the poet-critic who reaches across formal and methodological lines. I am 
inspired by the long history of using the poem as a mode of investigation, whether through 
the incorporation of outside research materials or through the use of poetry itself as a 
methodological tool. My primary vehicle for this poetic research is the project-based long 
poem. My four books of poetry move from the estranging collage work of Fake Math (2007) 
and Fortified Castles (2014) to the more essayistic work of Coast Mountain Foot (2021) and 
Sunny Ways (2023).  

Each one takes on a big research question. Coast Mountain Foot, for instance, leaps 
from the question of what it means to move from one city while carrying the logic of 
another, in this case responding to my own move from Calgary to Vancouver. The poems in 
Coast Mountain Foot respond in their content to the overlapping spatial politics of the two 
cities—Calgary’s ties to resource extraction and its urban sprawl vs. Vancouver’s ongoing 
housing crisis and its transformative waves of real estate investment. They examine this 
content by formally working through some of the approaches to poetic form that were 
connected to the two cities. The result has turned out to be an investigation into the ways 
that cities share concerns even if the conditions and histories they grapple with are wildly 
different. Or put more generously by Calgary poet Nikki Reimer in the blurb she’s written 
for the book: “In Coast Mountain Foot, Ryan Fitzpatrick enacts the empathy required to 
imagine spaces of possible connection inside of history and outside of capital. Charting the 
rapacious millionaire settler class currently reshaping cities everywhere, he presents 
Vancouver as a history of displacement, Calgary as a history of paving over.” 

My forthcoming book Sunny Ways takes a similar research-creation stance, dealing 
with the denials and misinformation that underpin extractive capitalism. The book is made 
up of two poems that tarry with misinformation and bad faith argumentation. The first 
poem, “Hibernia Mon Amour,” is a series of “but no” statements that started as a response 
to Edward Burtynsky’s massively scaled photographs of the Alberta Tar Sands as I tried to 
think through what would drive people to outright deny such obvious evidence of such a 
massively scaled man-made ecological disaster. The second poem, “Field Guide,” is a longer 



reflection on extinction, planetary collapse, and the failure of hope. Drawing on my own 
experience of growing up in Calgary, it’s a long poetic essay written largely in the second 
person that dwells in the messy justifications of living a life that depends on extraction. 

Similarly, my in-process poetry/creative non-fiction work Ace Theory / Well, Okay 
splits its approach to research by articulating two books together. In Ace Theory, I adopt the 
autotheoretical approach of Roland Barthes’ later work to write through my relationship to 
academic and community conversations around asexuality. The result is a looser academic 
writing (with some more poetic interjections) that slides between reflections on other texts 
ranging from theory to pop songs to video games. The goal of Ace Theory is to get my 
bearings in a sexual orientation that is often understood as invisible. In contrast, Well, Okay 
takes an explicitly poetic approach, writing about and through the minutia of everyday life 
over the pandemic as an extended period of time defined by loneliness and isolation. The 
result is a long durational meditation on the grimy details of a life alone set against the 
backdrop of the global crises that defined 2020. I’ve found this mix of formal approaches 
bracing, because of the way I’ve had to negotiate my own tendency to slide between 
essayistic argument and poetic suggestion. It has been exciting to jump into the deep end of 
creative nonfiction.  

My practice-led approach to research-creation emerges from an early-career interest 
in what I would call the “social texture” of language. The easiest way to think about 
language’s social texture is to imagine it as a different approach to voice, but where voice is 
not an essential quality of the individual (like in the creative writing call to “find your voice”), 
but an effect where certain modes of language is attached to specific contexts—the texture 
of the spoken word poem vs. the texture of the oven manual. This investigation started for 
me with some early career dabbling in the dirty conceptualism of Flarf—a poetic style 
advocated by an American coterie who misused Google to collage and recombine the found 
language of the Internet in aggressively absurdist ways. Much of this work is collected in my 
first book Fake Math, but comes to a head in my second book Fortified Castles, which takes an 
interest in the social texture of social media confession via the form of Facebook’s status 
update. Turning slantly back to my own subject position, Fortified Castles investigates the 
agglomerated group subject of white masculinity through the use of a shifting “I” pronoun. 
Much of the discussions around this book has focused on the twin problems of sincerity and 
grievance. I think this gets to the heart of this problem with social texture. How do we speak 
sincerely about our desire for our language, our spaces, and our shared relations to change 
when we live in conditions that we help shape, but don’t live in conditions of our own 
choosing? I think creative writing and poetry offer important strategies that allow us to both 
map our place in the world and offer alternate ways to think and live in it, to both research 
and experiment, and to both get our bearings and redraw the maps.  
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Today I wake up with the
sound of Vancouver
energy in my ears.
The streets running wide
& shiny to the beaches
filled with poets & movie-men
hippies in convertibles,
slant under my shoes of
prairie dust.

―George Bowering  
Rocky Mountain Foot  
(1968)
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I think that in the new society
we’ll let people be unhappy if they want.

―Helen Potrebenko 
Walking Slow 
(1985)
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Coast Mountain Foot

Does
the sun
come up?

It’s only
a property
question.

Selfie
any
street.

Develop
any
corner.

“Over and 
Over” heard
overhead.

Air
space
thick.
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By thick,
I mean
dense.

By dense,
I mean
tall.

Still cash,
even local,
sloughs.

Pools at
cloud
height.
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More like Coasting through

Today I wake 
to the sound 
of energy –

the energy 
in these
streets.

A shitty 
metaphor
for relation

in a city 
where your
job’s likely oil.

Walk over
to the turntable
(or the computer),

turn over that 
copy of Rocky
Mountain High –

from “Season
Suite” to
the title track 
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and its hippie
obsession with
natural spirituality.

What decade
is it today, 
what century?

What city does
a poem write
when the city

tips itself over,
turned back 
to the A-side?
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VanCouVer Does not 
taste like Calgary

How to start
writing about
any city?

Is it anything
like living
somewhere

when you
don’t feel
so welcome?

A shitty question
when structures
benefit you

though they
never feel
too beneficial

when rent 
is cheaper inside
the couple form

or when work
involves constantly
bootstrapping
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all the slack
anxiety of 
comfortable precarity.

What does
that ad say
across the street?

Pocketed deep
inside the doors
at Hastings and Howe.

“Luxury never
makes anyone
beautiful.”

They’re debating
view cones
at the edge

of the
upcoming
civic election,

whether seeing
the mountains
is an amenity
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if the developers
near the stadium
keep their word

about building
1,800 units
of social housing,

unlike the
rug-pull
of Olympic Village

where they 
felt the
sudden luxury 

of all that
prime waterfront
real estate

unlocking like 
the tides 
through Sen̓áḵw/sən̓aʔqʷ

were gulped 
by Vancouver’s 
swallowing growth.
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Managing 
Vancouver’s 
postcard view

is a hell
of a tough
question

when you
scoff at
privileging sightlines,

but also
love that view 
down Main

even if 
it raises 
property values.

Some places
you can only
see mountains

hitting the crest 
at Glenmore 
and Blackfoot.
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yet another long PoeM 
about VanCouVer

Can I live in
Vancouver without
writing about it?

All that work
done better in
the last century

even if the
freeway traffic
is still moving.

Sand grits 
against the slick
leaves of my walk

as another umbrella’s
broken line
sings its rainfall

through Marlatt’s
Steveston vs. Parks
Canada’s Steveston,

Potrebenko’s West
End vs. Amy and 
Sean’s West End.
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Where do I find
Kiyooka’s pear tree
($50 at Paper Hound)

or my $746/month
apartment where
I can palm the ceiling?
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 Friendly egalitarianism.
Self-elected liberal. “The excellence
and energy sportsmanship requires.”
Power intimacy. Abstract assertion. 
“Limited to the living.” Claiming title.
“The nation claims the burden of 
trauma for itself.” Critique foreclosure.

“A cultural response to a political 
challenge.” Rubble as hand of god.
Therapeutic commune. “What will the
city look like to me afterward?” This
insecure future. This terminal empathy.

“One waits for permission to go on.”
Violated code. Gated distinction.

    06/23/12
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lorD, i’M set to Cry

On an apartment, 
a sign won’t say vacancy. 

Renoflection evinces
a square-footaged fang.  

A blanket-slow repayment  
tenets vacate.
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So happy alone, 
dishwashing.  

An over-certain root
chinooks.

Numbers hook
number to number.
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Like any ice floe, 
tankers shore alarm.  

Basement cost index
sunsets cornea.

Paper surely conquers 
inflationary value.
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Novict swell lumbers
nail into hammer.

Landlord ships
fail state climate.

Sophisticate tenants
out for blood.
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Utility bill 
tears up bathroom.

Swelled dial rolls
up cuffed affect.  

So welled up, 
maybe it’ll rain? 
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                        Offloading austerity. New
relationships. Our structural adjustments.
Other ways of struggle. Lectureship. “Recreating
militant research.” Active principle. A
past dripped out. Underground current.
Overflows and cracks. Power as potencia.
A taste for the case. Organizational
experiment. 2001 is everywhere. A
way out of neoliberalism. Politicizing 
sadness. Co-optation vs. heroic marginalization.
Social policy to sustain consumption. Our
fate’s multiple contradictions. A way out
of the state’s indelible essence. Politics
in two faces. From rights to financialization.
Trace copy. “They weren’t just making 
demands.” Political disorientation. No
solutions, only problematizations. Neo-
extractivist. Empathy verification.

    11/13/12
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	 2	

For	Calgary,	wherever	you	are	 	



	 3	

True,	nature	is	resistant,	and	infinite	in	its	depth,	but	it	has	been	defeated,	and	now	
waits	only	for	its	ultimate	voidance	and	destruction.	
	
Henri	Lefebvre,	The	Production	of	Space	
	
	
The	air	is	clear,	and	all	across	Instagram	–	peeps	are	posting	pics	of	the	sunset.	
	
Tommy	Pico,	Nature	Poem	
	 	



	 4	

Hibernia	Mon	Amour	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
No	it	will	be	inspiring	when	the	sun	rises	over	the	tankers	at	Kitimaat	but	
	
no	it	will	be	sublime	when	the	sun	sets	over	Hibernia	but	
	
no	it	will	not	be	a	problem	after	you	shotgun	these	tailings	but	
	
no	there	will	absolutely	be	a	long	tail	on	these	historical	conditions	but	
	
no	you	need	to	realize	that	the	boom	repeats	itself	but			
	
no	I’m	not	the	one	who	made	it	personal	but		
	
	 	



	 5	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
No	these	industries	should	consider	themselves	the	community	but		
	
no	these	protestors	should	better	index	their	anger	to	the	price	per	barrel	but		
	
no	these	Liberal	muggers	should	get	my	hands	into	your	pockets	but		
	
no	these	stomachaches	should	not	keep	me	from	work	but	
	
	 	



	 6	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
No	there	wasn’t	a	refinery	there	but		
	
no	inches	of	topsoil	trucked	off	somewhere	but		
	
no	ducks	folded	into	memorials	but		
	
no	sky	as	big	as	Alberta	but		
	
	 	



	 7	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
No	one	can	become	an	expert	after	a	quick	flyover	but		
	
no	the	Earth	should	be	saved	before	shutting	anything	down	but	
	
no	James	Bay	did	send	a	Thank	You	card	to	the	Feds	but	
	
no	those	ecofascists	loved	it	when	I	diverted	nine	free-flowing	rivers	to	flood	an	
area	the	size	of	Belgium	but		
	
no	those	plumes	flower	from	the	faint	tails	of	cranes	but	
	
	
	
	 	



	 8	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
No	I	wasn’t	in	great	shape	before	I	signed	the	contract	but		
	
no	the	Frank	Slide	didn’t	happen	but		
	
no	we	may	have	worked	there	but		
	
no	we	never	lived	there	but		
	
no	we	don’t	have	to	pull	out	but		
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No	I	find	that	artists	are	often	excellent	businessmen	but	
	
no	I	don’t	find	tar	that	I	can’t	paint	in	oil	but	
	
no	I	don’t	find	Smithson’s	Spiral	Jetty	beautiful	but		
	
no	I	do	find	Burtynsky’s	scale	breathtaking	but	
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No	maybe	you	should	get	those	Robert	Bateman	paintings	out	of	City	Hall	but		
	
no	maybe	you	should	take	some	prettier	aerial	shots	of	the	reclamation	but		
	
no	maybe	you	should	help	me	reclaim	the	parking	in	front	of	my	house	but	
	
no	conclusions	about	the	cause	of	the	fire	in	Lytton	but	
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No	camera	phone	can	truly	capture	the	Lynnwood	Ridge	but		
	
no	painting	can	leaden	protest	of	one’s	home	but		
	
no	your	safety	is	for	my	fences	but		
	
no	my	Engineering	Department	could	paint	something	better	than	that	but	
	
no	I	own	three	cars	and	rode	on	the	bus	once	but		
	
no	I	own	the	corny	romance	of	the	frontier	but	
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No	the	Hub	Oil	explosion	never	happened	but		
	
no	I	goosed	my	income	by	tasting	a	little	of	everything	but		
	
no	there	isn’t	a	natural	process	cheap	enough	for	real	estate	but		
	
no	these	cedars	are	way	too	sensitive	to	changes	in	light	but		
	
no	that	junk	shot	fired	into	the	leak	made	for	great	media	strategy	but	
	
no	I’ve	never	betrayed	my	CEO	but	
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No	length	of	toxic	plume	will	flower	into	400	olympic-sized	swimming	pools	but		
	
no	amount	of	heat	will	boil	the	Athabasca	River	but		
	
no	I	won’t	worry	when	waterskiing	across	it	but	
	
no	I	don’t	find	Tintern	Abbey	beautiful	but	
	
no	I’m	talking	as	an	investor	but		
	 	



	 14	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
No	we	don’t	ever	get	to	see	the	impact	of	our	lives	in	aggregate	but		
	
no	we’ve	all	walked	through	the	forest	and	really	tried	to	attenuate	but		
	
no	we’ve	forested	the	planet	with	what	deep	geological	time	intended	but	
	
no	I	don’t	identify	as	a	natural	resource	economy	per	se	but		
	
no	I	put	schools	in	mines	and	factories	too	but		
	
no	I’d	rather	get	an	aerial	shot	of	Lac-Megantic	not	happening	but	
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No	I	parked	my	car	by	the	lake	where	we	shared	a	bottle	of	wine	but		
	
no	the	maples	are	about	all	stripped	of	leaves	now	but		
	
no	the	birches	are	not	rich	in	colour	but		
	
no	I’d	have	deep	water	and	a	horizon	but	
	
no	I’d	replace	lost	land	with	new	land	by	filling	open	pit	mines	with	water	but		
	
no	I’d	be	a	duck	too	busy	navigating	the	air	currents	but		
	
no	Base	Mine	Lake	looks	like	any	other	lake	in	Athabasca	from	a	distance	but		
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No	we	have	decades	of	research	that	makes	us	horny	to	test	at	this	scale	but		
	
no	we	won’t	be	able	to	submerge	Stanley	Park	to	a	depth	of	three	metres	but	
	
no	can	you	do	thirty	but		
	
no	there’s	going	to	be	pressure	to	extract	all	of	it	but		
	
no	way	we’re	fucking	waiting	for	spring	melt	
	 	



ryan fitzpatrick A FEW NOTES ON 
INTIMACY

My alarm clock clicks on and the CBC DJ announces one 
from Carly Rae Jepsen. “Too Much” admits to excess. 
When I party, then I party too much / When I feel it, then 
I feel it too much.1 I’ve listened to the song a fair bit 
since it came out, but this is the first time I’ve done it in 
the suggestible state of half-sleep. When Jepsen sings 
repeatedly to her addressee, Is this too much? it resonates 
with a question I’ve often asked myself: Am I not enough?
 What does this exchange between too much 
and not enough involve? Both sides invoke a frame 
of brokenness, an excess or lack that deviates from 
normative sexualities. In critical work on intimacy, 
Lauren Berlant insists on the public face of intimacy, 
asking how we can think about the ways attachments 
make people public,2 which is a way of asking, since we are 
always in intimate relation, with someone or something, 
how our intimacies are public. The seeming brokenness of 
desire isn’t the result of some individual subjective failure 
to desire correctly, but is instead the very public feeling 
that accompanies the work of building relation when the 
path to relation-building isn’t clearly cut. 
 Even in loneliness, I am always in relation, 
living in the place where the demand for tact meets the 
assembled eyes of surveillance.

1.
"Too Much," track 8 on Carly Rae 
Jepsen, Dedicated, 604 Records, 
2019.

2
Lauren Berlant, “Intimacy: A 
Special Issue, ” in Intimacy, ed. 
Lauren Berlant (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2000), 2.

H

Orientations, Sara Ahmed tells us, are about the intimacy 
of bodies and their dwelling places.3 Despite insistences 
from many asexual folks that asexuality doesn’t delimit 
a person’s ability to make relationships or enter the 
spaces burrowed out by the couple form, I find asexuality 
involves a peculiar kind of loneliness resultant of spaces 
unfolding and bending with the body in ways that resist a 
sticky permanence created when sex and romance harden 
and institutionalize intimacy.
 As I write this, I’m oriented by the space in my 
one-bedroom basement apartment rented in the Beaches 
neighbourhood of Toronto for the obscene price of $1375/
month. I generously call the corner of the apartment I’m 
working in my library—a space I decided to carve out of 
this one room open-concept void. I sit at my desk with 
my back to no fewer than seven Ikea bookshelves, each 
one buckling with the weight. An assemblage of objects 
that extend to and from me. These objects help me read 
the world and in turn orient me. When I leave this little 
library, or when I enter a space where I can’t read the 
room, I feel queered in Ahmed’s sense, misoriented by a 
pushy mesh of unpredictable relation. Left tapping on a 
compass that doesn’t seem to work.

H

Bee and flower, wasp and orchid, lung and air, hammer 
and nail, ball and socket, book and shelf, snow and 
plough, shoe and sock, foot and mouth, tea and mug, 
soup and bowl, fork and knife, nut and bolt, water and 
pipe, lens and eye, electricity and wire, hook and gill, 
rack and tire, rain and umbrella, scissors and paper, bob 
and weave, punch and jab, ball and hoop, knit and purl, 
dirt and spade, heave and ho, check and double-check, 
tick and box, foot and doorframe, wiener and bun, cock 
and asshole, tooth and nail, road and shoulder, trash 
and dumpster, trash and landfill, trash and raccoon, 
dam and flood, the clouds and the lake, the lake and 
my kitchen tap, the surface of the water and the life just 
under it, symptom and underlying cause, bubbles and 
champagne, base and superstructure, branch and swing, 
subject and subjectivity, improvisation and routine, date 
and duration, tape measure and plywood sheet, board 
and ramp, rent and landlord, property and trespass, 
development and real estate, penthouse and the clear 

3
Sara Ahmed, Queer 
Phenomenology: Orientations, 
Objects, Others (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2006), 8.

1918



view of Grouse Mountain, north and south, slavery 
and liberation, pickaxe and shovel, wax and wick, fluff 
and fold, plastic and ocean, hook and eye, country and 
western, rhythm and blues, country and western and 
rhythm and blues, discipline and punishment, culture 
and imperialism, process and reality, being and event, 
writing and difference, mourning and melancholy, sign 
and machine, architecture and urbanism, fixity and flow, 
intensive and extensive, shipping and logistics, private 
and public, care and harm, peace and love, culture and 
nature, squirrel and nut, bear and salmon, mosquito and 
blood, moth and bulb, housefly and the musk of inertia, 
breeze and plastic grocery bag, flora and fauna, wax and 
wane, steam and sauna, black and blue, red and gold, sun 
and moon, friendship and fire, love and autonomy, kith 
and kin, politics and economy, sink and swim, on and off, 
up and down, one and zero, x and y, right and left, signal 
and noise, grate and vent, everyday and exceptional, 
window and street, panorama and crowd, fold and soul, 
this and that, here and there, like and love.

H

Isn’t intimacy a primarily spatial concept? Intimate bodies 
defined not merely through their proximity, but also by 
the ways they begin to bleed into shared folds. Love always 
gets imagined as a union, as two becoming one, and yet 
in the opening lines of A Thousand Plateaus Deleuze 
and Guattari describe their collaboration as a multitude: 
Since each of us was several, we were already quite a crowd.4 
Through their shared work, their meshworks become 
indistinguishable. They fold together. The bleeding 
together of the inaccessible space inside the body, the space 
where the soul lives and the unconscious cuts through.
 Intimacy as incipient space. Erin Manning 
presents this as a feeling for movement’s prearticulations, 
the improvisational instants before routine kicks in.5 Like 
time, intimacy is not some indivisible “now, ” but is instead 
a constant exchange. Enter the virtual, the topological, 
the non-metric something produced as intimate parts slide 
and fold together into a shared inside, into each other’s 
mattering spirit, into agencement. Am I intimate with the 
leaves on the tree just next to me as I write at this picnic 
table near the Olympic pool at the base of Woodbine 
Avenue? Am I intimate with the picnic table? With the 
slowly moving shade? With the light coming off the lake? 
I feel the tug of immanent dependency. I need with your 

4.
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, 
A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism 
and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian 
Massumi (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 1987), 3.

5.
Erin Manning, Relationscapes: 
Movement, Art, Philosophy 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
2009).

needing, fold over fold, one upon the other, all the way to 
infinity. 
 How do I unfold myself into the theatre of 
everything else, a body abandoning yet inseparable from 
its organization? Is this love?

H

Berlant asks after intimacy, commitment, and desire in 
terms of stability and instability. In its instantiation as 
desire, she writes, [intimacy] destabilizes the very things 
that institutions of intimacy are created to stabilize and 
people are constantly surprised about this. There’s an 
interference between the stabilized calm of what she calls 
the taken-for-grantedness of the feeling that there would be 
a flowing reiteration where the intimate is 6 and the staticky 
self-awareness of metadiscourse, between the smoothed, 
silent logistics of not being able to talk about it and the 
enabling diagram drawn while simultaneously standing 
in the street and hanging from the window. That flowing 
reiteration gushes from an institutional feeling: a love for 
shelter, for measure, for anchor, for category.

H

Ryan Christopher Fitzpatrick is folding. Ryan Christopher 
Fitzpatrick is wishing he could be two or three places 
tonight. Ryan Christopher Fitzpatrick is sleeping. Ryan 
Christopher Fitzpatrick is enjoying his day off. Ryan 
Christopher Fitzpatrick is sleeping, though he shouldn’t be. 
Ryan Christopher Fitzpatrick is feeling better, thank you. 
Ryan Christopher Fitzpatrick is feeling less better, thank 
you. Ryan Christopher Fitzpatrick is sick, or sickly. Ryan 
Christopher Fitzpatrick is a little better.7 

Even as a proscenium pinned to the top of the page, is this 
set of status updates a better record of my life than my 
poems, or do they mark an arm’s length performativity? 
Don’t they mark a shift from face-to-face sociality to 
parasociality, from knowing someone to merely feeling 
like you know them? I feel some attachment to people I’ve 
never met; people who I know or was once friends with 
refiled as parasocial. Still, doomscrolling, I feel obligated 
to confess my affect for an audience, trying to negotiate 
the face I slide behind, collaging the social texture of the 
face itself. If I don’t, I might vanish. 

6.
Berlant, Intimacy, 6.

7.
Personal Facebook status updates 
made between June and September 
2007.
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I  WA N T  T O  E N J OY  L I F E

My story is truly personal. I live in my condo
with my yellow Lab. I’ve been divorced for five
years. I bought a new umbrella for the beach. I
want to play with my kids without any anxiety.

I love my wife and my job. I bought insurance
for my bungalow after the last storm. I regularly
enjoy local hiking trails. I eat pretty well. I’ve
been checking out local meetups on a website.

I took up gardening after I retired last year. I’ve
been with my boyfriend for five years now. I’m
trying all the local restaurants. I installed a new
bolt lock on my front gate. I’m pretty thankful.
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I  WA N T  T O  B R E A K  T H I N G S

A closed door is music to me. My apartment is 
in my name. I tense my face against the screen.
My backyard is my sanctuary. My dentist sends
me postcard reminders. I built this fence myself.

Blueprinting unconscious desire is the key. A vintage
flag hangs outside my front door. It should be a
space that makes sense. My kitchen sampler makes
a software joke. Any pieces can be screwed together.

I nail plywood over the hole. My teeth scatter their
molecules across the curb. I curb any unsettling
advances. My eyes pour a hard acid. I stare into my
bedroom window. I wait for myself by the mailbox.
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I  F E E L  O U T  O F  C O N T R O L

When my mood changes, it’s a prescription urging 
my relapse. I’ve been tearing up the old carpet
because my family’s loose threads lose it over 
counselling. Finding my balance is a real problem.

I need some advice because I can’t control my dad’s 
death. The room smells bad and sways. I feel so
crummy and undressed. I pasted a prohibition-era
wallpaper in the bedroom to match the false panels.

My meds drain the room. I walk until my legs cave.
I find starvation satisfying. I want to carve endless 
parallel lines into the laminate. My mom freaked out
when I got Oedipal. I hung up a painting of a house.
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I  L I K E  T O  S TAY  I N D O O R S

Summer is especially miserable when I’m holed
up in my apartment sick. Either I can play with
my Lego or my PlayStation. Photography works
better than words to document my empty street.

Either I can sleep with my mommy or in my own
bed. In all the pictures, I’m wearing a cast. I’m 
making a diorama out of things I bought at the 
dollar store based on the DVDs I enjoy watching.

Outside, the sun is pink neon. I cast shows with 
characters who lie on the beach in the sunshine.
I carefully place the furniture in my dollhouse. In
my dreams, the shops shut down too early.
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I  C A N ’ T  M A K E  S E N S E  O F  I T

My culture’s values aren’t mine. Minutes ago,
I spanned an entire spectrum. Now, I imagine
the universe without God. I won’t paint with
primary colours. I’ll build a frame for anything.

Wisdom disappears where you least expect it. I
walk paper into art somehow. I’ll invent a scale
to measure fracture. It’s a lot of plan with zero
navigation. The sky looks bigger when yellow.

I wish I could reset my birth to differentiate my
tastes. I’d like to go where the sun only sets. I
prefer improvisation in a small field. In my dream,
a small boat tossed about in a sequence of frames.
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I  D O N ’ T  L I K E  T H E  L O O K  O F  T H E M

I write in exercise books in longhand in a way
that equals fashion. In most of the pictures, I glare 
into the camera. All my friends prove themselves
at the park, where I craft an army-type curriculum. 

Everyone at my school wears one, but not on my
property. I wore my cool vintage kimono print.
I made a game of making copies. My landscaping
proved valuable, even without the added gutters.

On further inspection, wider space needs a narrow
cage. I facebooked the whole event. I have a new
wide-angle lens. I sewed a pair of leather jackboots.
Each word I remove proves an affecting guide.
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I  D O  N O T  K N OW  T H E  A N S W E R

Is love etched onto microchips? Do flowers buzz 
when the heart beats? I need an answer. I have 
a ruler. I drew a picture of our house and our yard 
and our garden. I never considered it Buddhism.

I pull it together in thin silicon. Counter-examples
leave certain the attraction between atoms. My
correctness facilitates me. Spelling right is too hard.
The lab is no place to get romantically involved. 

I will leave the booklet blank. Redrawing any lost
connections will take months. Answers are not
examples. I built a koi pond. The sun sits on the
back of my neck. Which circuits stay imperceptible?
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I ’ M  O B S E S S E D  W I T H  I T

The song in the ad upset me so much I cried
for days. All day long, I just want to fucking
get out of here and watch some movies. I shut
the windows then the drapes then opened my eyes.

I pull strips of copper wire from my face. This
film is one I won’t finish. Who cares how it
works? I pick up Windex for the picture window.
I wash the grain and crackle from my exchanges.

Really, I’m just embracing culture. I spool my
nerve into a shopping cart. I watch two cars
unfold in the street outside. I’ve been quietly 
humming the fabric of our lives for days now. 
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I  WA N T  T O  D I S A P P E A R

I’d snap my fingers, but no one I like is here. I’d
go into the wild if I were small. My shirt is a size
too big. I never want to leave my laughter lying
around the house. I emptied the fridge into the trash.

There’s space in my heart for development. I want
to vanish and reappear as flowers in my neighbour’s
front yard. I layer the room in velvet curtains and venetian
blinds, clapping my cold hands over and over and over.

Fashion is a kind of magic. I feel at home in vacant
lots. I unravel tarp after tarp around the block. I
sprawl across the bed. I think about the weather 
three or four times a week. I fold my hands together.


